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INTRODUCTION

The investigation of early experience in relation to later be
havioral development has long been the subject of both speculation
and experimental documentation.

There is general agreement that the

earliest stages of development are crucial to the formation of adult
behavior patterns for infraprimates and primates.

Of particular

importance to this question has been the study of

the relative con

tributions of the biological mother and siblings during early life.
It is incumbent upon those who are interested in accurately
assessing and determining the effects of early experience factors to
provide a strictly controlled environment - more so than has frequently
been reported in the experimental literature.

Such a contention is based

primarily upon the empirically-founded suggestion that the effects of
certain early experience variables may differ as a function of 1)
time of stimulation, and 2) mother-infant interaction.

Following is

an elaboration on these two major points.
Differential Effects of Time of Stimulation:

In a study relating

differential social experience and adult aggressive behavior, King
(1957) postulated that the period immediately following weaning was
more "critical" to the development of aggressive behavior in inbred
strains of mice than a later adult period involving similar social
contacts.

He found that mice that had been raised normally with parents

and siblings until 20 days of age, then housed only with siblings
until isolated from 30 to 110 days of age, were significantly more
1
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aggressive than animals similarly raised, with the exception that
the 10 day period of sibling contact occurred between 65 and 75 days
of age.

In this particular study, aggression was measured in terms

of response latencies, i.e., the amount of time it took two animals
to mutually participate in aggressive behavior after the partition
in a two-compartment test box was raised.

In addition, it was found

that mice weaned and isolated at 15 days of age were more aggressive
than those isolated at 20 days.
Emotional reactivity is another behavioral measure which appears
sensitive to the temporal manipulation of independent variables.
Lorenz (1972) found that male rats weaned from foster mothers and
separated from littermates on Day 17 were more active in an open-field
on Day 100 and defecated significantly less on Days 60 and 100 than
rats weaned and separated on Day 22.

In addition to differences in

activity, only three of 42 animals that had been completely isolated
at 17 days of age exhibited muricide (mouse killing) over
days, while 13 of 36

of

those animals isolated at 22

10 testing
daysexhibited mur

icide over the same number of test days.
Valenstein, Riss and Young (1955) have reported significant
differences in mating competency in guinea pigs weaned from their
mothers at either 10

or

25 days of age.

They

found

thatonly one of

17 males isolated at

10

days achieved intromission and ejaculation

when tested at 77 days of age, whereas 16 of 19 animals isolated at
25 days ejaculated and 17 of 19 achieved intromission.

It was observed

that those animals weaned from their mothers at an earlier age exhibited
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many of the components of sexual behavior, but did not organize those
components in such a way that copulation was possible.

Thus, it was

shown that time of weaning altered subsequent social behavior.
Stevenson and Simmel (1967) have suggested that the most impor
tant variable affecting social exploration in a rat is its post-weaning
social experience.

They observed that rats deprived of littermates

until weaning at 20 days of age, and thereafter placed with other an
imals until testing on Day 65, showed a "preference" for a novel hooded
rat while rats having pre-weaning social experience, but not given
any post-weaning experience, showed no preference for any of the animal
stimuli used in the study.

Stevenson and Simmel hypothesized that

social exploration in the rat was more a function of "novelty" than
gregariousness, more of social experience immediately prior to later
testing, than prior weaning.
Time of onset of training has been found to affect 24-hour retention
ability in mice.

Nagy and Mueller (1973) administered varying numbers

of training trials to mice in a shock-escape straight alley at either
seven or nine days of age.

During retention testing of escape perfor

mance 24 hours later, nine-day-old mice showed greater retention of escape
responding as a function of the number of previous training trials,
whereas seven-day—old mice did not exhibit differences in performance
in relation to prior numbers of training trials.

Such differences had,

however, been observed in both groups during original training.
Candland and Campbell (1962) measured the persistence of conditioned
fear in rats of different ages and found that retention of fear varied
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directly as a function of the age of the rat at conditioning.

Rats

conditioned at 18 days of age showed little or no retention of
fear 21 days after conditioning while rats conditioned at 100 days
of age showed nearly perfect retention after a 42-day interval.
Mother-Infant Interaction:

In a study investigating the relation

ship between maternal-infant interactions and experimental manipulations,
Meier and Schutzman have stated that "in the evaluation of prenatal
and postnatal influences, the potential significance of the maternal
organism, an omnipresent and confounding variable in all mammalian
populations, has not been dealt with adequately" (1968, p. 141).
They have suggested that, in the case of pre-weaning infant stimula
tion, the changes that follow experimenter manipulation as per handl
ing, isolation, shock or cold stress, are attributable to the altered
interaction between mother and infant and not necessarily to experi
menter treatment.

Such an alteration may result from 1) direct mani

pulation of the mother and her subsequent changed responding to off
spring, or 2) by differential responding engaged in by the mother toward
her experimenter-treated offspring (Meier and Schutzman, 1968).

Thus,

it can be said that one important class of early experience variables
consists of maternal behavior.
Denenberg and his associates have for many years collected data
pointing to the profound significance of maternal variables in the
development of offspring behavior.

In summarizing the many ways in

which behavior of offspring are altered as a function of manipulating
the maternal variable, Denenberg has contended (in Krames, Pliner and
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Alloway, 1974) that clear evidence exists of communication of
affective behavior between the mother and her natural or foster off
spring.

In fact, it is suggested that highly invariant, species-specific

genetically determined traits can be "turned off" by changing the nature
of the maternal variable.

In support of this proposition, evidence

is provided indicating that the relative frequency of fighting be
havior in C57 BL/10J mice can be dramatically altered by foster-rearing.
In contrast to mice which when normally reared, paired and tested for
aggression, engaged in fighting behavior in 45% of the paired cases,
it was found that C57 BL/10J mice reared by a rat mother had a
fighting incidence of only approximately 3-5%.

To those who hold this

assumption, then indeed these data constitute a dramatic revelation.
Studies have been conducted demonstrating the decisive influence
of maternal emotionality upon
(Denenberg, 1963).

later

Denenberg cites

offspring emotionalbehavior
a case in which ratlitters were

subjected to differential mothering by alternating the natural mother
with a different mother at 24-hour intervals until 21 days when the pups
were weaned (Krames, Pliner and Alloway, 1974).

His hypothesis was

that mothering would be productive of heightened emotionality in off
spring.

At 50 days of age, animals were given an open-field test,

and it was found that those rats which had been reared alternately
by their natural mother and by surrogates were significantly less active
than rats reared only by their natural mother.

Additionally, pups

born of and reared

by mothers which

had been classifiedas having high

emotionality prior

to mating, were the least active in the open-field
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(high emotional reactivity), followed by those of medium emotionality,
while the most active group was the offspring of the low-emotionality
mothers.

In this connection, Denenberg has stated,

"Genetic constitution is not without influence on later
emotional behavior.
Independent of such influence however,
the mother in her interaction with the young between birth
and weaning brings about a relatively permanent change in
the emotional behavior of the offspring" (Denenberg, 1963,
p. 139).
Reading (1966) found that the growth and behavior of mice reared by
the same or alien strain foster mothers tended to resemble that of
the alien strain.

Within 18 hours of birth, C57 BL/6 and BALB/c mice

were placed with and reared by foster mothers of either their own or
the other strain until weaning at 21 days after which they were trans
ferred to individual cages.

Various behavior tests were begun at 49

days and the maternal environment was found to exert a strong influence
in that significant differences in open-field activity, hole-in-wall
latency (the time taken to pass through a hole in a compartment parti
tion), and defecation, were recorded for the two groups of BALB/c mice.
Significant difference in water-escape performance (the time taken to
reach an escape ramp in a trough of water after having been dropped in
at the opposite end of the trough) and
C57 BL/6 mice.

defecation were also found between

Reading contended that support had been found for the

hypothesis that, in addition to differences in genotype, systematic
differences in maternal environment can influence strain-specific patterns
of growth and behavior.

This view is supported by Whimbey and Denenberg

who have stated that "...stable and relatively permanent complex indi
vidual differences, of the sort often assumed to be genetically determined,
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can be generated by the appropriate manipulation of experience
(including type of mother) during early life" (1966, p. 285).
The foregoing discussion has been offered in support of the view
that maternal and temporal variables in early experience research are
potentially critical to an understanding and interpretation of the be
havior of organisms.

Further, it is strongly suggested that the effects

of certain early experience variables may be confounded by, or interact
with, these two important factors, thus obscuring specifications of
the experimenter-infant stimulation.

Some Correlates of Isolation

To give some idea of the breadth of parameters affected by social
isolation, the following discussion will convey some of the more
familiar categories of variables that have been correlated with iso
lation.

Sexual/Pathological Correlates:

Consistency of findings has

characterized the research relating early isolation-rearing variables
and sexual behavior.

Generally speaking, sexual proficiency across

species declines and is greatly disrupted or disorganized by isolation.
Shaw (1962) found that isolate-reared platyfish exhibited less effi
cient and less frequent sexual responsiveness than socially-reared
platyfish.

In this study, all the young were removed from the female

via Cesaerean section one to two days prior to birth and, of the total
number of fish, 27 males were isolated in two gallon tanks.

They

were prevented from seeing or coming in physical contact with species
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mates and also the general environment.

Upon reaching maturity at

between three and four months, they were tested for sexual responsive
ness.

Compared to fish communally-reared, or fish reared in varying

degrees of partial isolation, the isolated fish showed the greatest
inhibition in sexual behavior as measured according to five behavioral
indices.
Guiton (1964) found that male chicks, when reared in isolation
from the day of hatching, were later observed to show inappropriate
sexual behavior when contrasted with chicks having early social-rearing
and when given a choice test between a stuffed pullet and a stuffed
yellow rubber glove at 47 days of age, a significantly higher propor
tion of the isolate-reared birds reacted to the glove, while only one
of 12 of the social animals either copulated or "waltzed" to the glove.
It was also found that after isolated birds were given a three-day
communal living experience, the proportion of isolate-reared animals
reacting to the pullet had risen and was no longer significantly
different than the socially-reared animals.
Beach (1958), however, has found results which are in some con
flict with the major portion of experimental literature pertaining
to isolation and its effect upon sexual behavior.

Male rats were

isolated at 14 days of age and tested at 90 days.

Littermate controls

were reared in groups until 76 days, at which time they were placed
in individual cages until 90 days.

Of those animals that mated in

both groups, upon being presented receptive females, seven of the
eight experimental males and six of nine control males completed copulat
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By the end of the fifth test session, 75% of the controls and 62%
of the experimental animals had ejaculated.

Beach concluded that

the isolate-reared rats mated as early and as efficiently as litter
mate controls.
A study similar to that of Beach, by Gerall, Ward and Gerall (1967)
found that approximately 85% of the rats in socially-reared groups cop
ulated at least once in nine test sessions while only 33% of the animals
in differentially-isolated groups performed similarly.

In nearly all

instances, isolated rats could be easily identified by the presence
of aberrant responses, including climbing over or tunnelling under
the female, approaching in a disoriented fashion, failing to mount and
clasp the posterior region of the female or hyperactivity.

Similar re

sults have been recorded by Duffy and Hendricks (1973) who postulated
that social isolation, during early development, deprives rats of
critical experiences necessary for appropriate sexual responses to
occur.
Significant differences in the sexual behavior of social and
isolated male guinea pigs have been demonstrated by Valenstein, Riss
and Young (1955).

Their findings indicated that males, isolated at

10 days of age, had difficulty in mating at 77 days of age.

The

frequency of mounting females, and number of intromissions were lower
than socially-reared animals.
Monkeys have long been selected and studied to determine the
effects of isolation.

The data consistently indicate that sexual

responses are greatly disorganized or retarded in isolation—reared
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monkeys.

Mason (1960) observed that restricted monkeys, i.e., animals

separated from their mothers before the end of the first month and
housed in individual cages for 27 or 28 months, showed significantly
less mounting and thrusting, and had sexual episodes of substantially
shorter duration than monkeys communally-reared.

There were gross

qualitative differences in the organization of the male sexual act.
Restricted males never clasped the partner's legs with their feet
during mounting and frequently assumed inappropriate postures and
body orientation.

It was suggested that the components of the primate

male copulatory pattern are differentially dependent upon social
experience.
Certain correlates of isolation have been described as abnormal
or pathological in nature.

Thompson and Heron (1954), for example,

reared puppies in restricted environments from four weeks of age to
between seven and ten months of age.

The dogs became hyperactive

with highly exploratory behavior in novel situations and were less
competent than normal animals in solving a simple maze problem.

It

was contended that the restricted dogs had not developed normal fear
reactions because of their inappropriate responses to noxious
stimuli.

In this same connection, Thompson and Melzack (1956) found

that dogs weaned at four weeks and restricted to cages with opaque
sides until they were seven to ten months old, were unable to per
ceive and avoid painful stimuli.

In response to a toy car which

gave them an electric shock when it hit them, the dogs,
wildly and aimlessly.

'...behaved

They jumped about, galloped in circles and
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actually ran into the car when it was held still in their path..."
(p. 40).

It is of interest that two of the experimental dogs were

subjected to the test again some years later and that they still
reacted with the same wild agitation.

Thompson and Melzack state

further that:
"...most of the restricted dogs behaved as if they were
unaware that the source of the pain was in the environ
ment ... .Whereas normal dogs usually dashed away from the
pain-causing object, the restricted dogs spent considerably
more time around it after rather than before they had been
hurt. To the astonishment of the experimenters, these dogs
often toyed with a painful stimulus and frequently walked
into it." (p.40-41).
Thompson and Melzack contended that their observations suggested the
importance of learning in successfully avoiding pain and that avoid
ance was not a protective "instinct".
Consistent with Thompson and Melzack's (1456) finding that re
stricted dogs paid little attention to other dogs, Fuller and Clark
(1966) found that dogs reared under partial social isolation, between
the ages of four and 16 weeks, developed an "isolation syndrome"
characterized by extreme activity-reduction in the intensity of
social contacts and decreased manipulative behavior.
It has long been known that total social isolation of monkeys
for the first six months of life or more, results in profound and
persistent behavioral abnormality.

Monkeys emerging from such iso

lation have exhibited excessive social fear and avoidance of contact by
other monkeys.

Their subsequent social repertoires have been character

ized by severe deficits in play, aggressive, sexual, and maternal activities
(Harlow and Harlow, 1962; Mason and Sponholz, 1963; Spencer-Booth and
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Honde, 1966; Suomi, Eisele, Grady and Harlow, 1975).

Following are

sample reviews of the experimentax literature pertaining to these
effects.
Extensive research efforts toward determining the effects of
social isolation and maternal deprivation in monkeys have been
carried out by Harlow and associates.

In one lengthy study of

rhesus monkeys separated from their mothers a few hours after birth and
reared alone in bare wire cages from five to eight years, abnormal,
stereotypic behaviors were described in the following manner:
"The laboratory monkeys sit in their cages and stare in a
repetitive stereotyped manner and clasp their heads in their
hands or arms and rock for long periods of time. They often
develop compulsive habits, such as pinching precisely the
same patch of skin on the chest between the same fingers
hundreds of times a day; occasionally such behavior may
become punitive and the animal may chew and tear at its
body until it bleeds. Often the approach of a human being
becomes the stimulus to self-aggression. This behavior con
stitutes a complete breakdown and reversal of the normal
defensive response." (1962, p. 139).
Some of the behaviors mentioned are reminiscent of those observed by
Thompson and Melzack (1956) in Scottish Terriers, especially the evi
dent lack of pain avoidance responses.

Harlow and Harlow (1962)

hypothesized that a critical period exists sometime between the third
and sixth month during which social deprivation "...irreversibly blights
the animal's capacity for social adjustment —

" (p. 139).

Results as those found by Harlow and others have not, however,
been observed in marmosets reared in isolation (Berkson, Goodrich and
Kraft, 1966).

A marmoset separated from its parents at 14 days and

reared with a "surrogate" until the end of the fourth month, was
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observed only to bite his knee in a repetitive manner at 16 and 21
months of age.

This comparatively low level of abnormal, stereotypic

behavior may suggest species differences, preweaning, parental, or
surrogate effects.
Depressive behaviors have been observed in infant and adult
pigtail and rhesus monkeys that were separated from mothers or families
for between one and four weeks (Spencer-Booth and Hinde, 1966;
Kaufman and Rosenblum, 1967; Sumoni, Eisele, Grady and Harlow, 1975).
In the study by Kaufman and Rosenblum (1967), mothers of pigtail
infants were removed for four weeks between 4.8 and 6.1 months of
age and their infants left in a group which included the sire and an
infantless adult female.
noted:

Three distinct reactions to separation were

1) agitation, characterized by pacing, searching head move

ments, frequent trips to the door and windows and frequent cooing,
2) depression, characterized by sitting hunched over, head between
legs, and slow, infrequent movements, and 3) recovery, characterized
by the resumption of a more upright position and a resurgence of
interest in the inanimate environment.

In a study where mothers were

removed for only six days from 30 to 32 week-old rhesus infants who
remained with an adult male and three or four females and their young,
the behavior of the animals changed considerably and was described
as "depressed" (Spencer-Booth and Hinde, 1967).

The animals exhibited

less locomotor and play activity and emitted a much higher number of
"whoo" calls.
In some contrast to those studies which have primarily involved
maternal deprivation over limited periods of time, rhesus monkeys
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reared in total isolation from birth for six to 12 months have been
found to develop significant behavioral anomalies such as rocking,
huddling, self-clasping and social incompetence (Suomi, 1973; Novack
and Harlow, 1975).

Of interest in these studies was the observation

that the behavioral effects were greatly resistent to change though
exposure to younger, normal peers resulted in recovery of some social
behaviors and exposure to fellow isolates resulted in limited reversals.
Activity/aggregation correlates:

Infraprimate research has shown

that activity levels tend to be higher in animals that have undergone
imposed isolation.

For example, male mice, weaned at 21 days and

housed under isolated conditions until 43 days, were significantly
more active over a 22-day test period than littermate controls that
had been randomly assigned to aggregated housing conditions (Essman,
1966).

A comparison of the differences in activity revealed that the

aggregated mice showed a significant reduction in motor activity,
whereas the isolated animals did not show any significant alteration
in trend over the test period.
In a study involving differentially-reared groups of C57BL/10
mice, Denenberg, Hudgens, and Zarrow (1964) observed that those mice
that were reared singly by mothers until 21 days, and thereafter
housed alone, were more active than either mice that had spent all
their lives with other mice, mice that had lived with male and female
rats post-weaning, or mice that had lived 47 days with rats prior to
testing at 50 days of age.

Activity level was measured in terms of

the number of squares entered in an open-field.
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In a study involving varying degrees of maternal and littermate
isolation (Lorenz, 1972), it was demonstrated that rats that had ex
perienced both maternal and littermate isolation at 17 days of age
were more active in the open-field than animals that had experienced
either only maternal or littermate isolation on Day 17 or animals that
had been normally weaned from mother and littermates on Day 22.

In

contrast to isolated mice that showed no significant alteration in
activity level during testing (Essman, 1966), Lorenz observed an in
crease in activity in early maternal and littermate isolated animals
over four different test periods between 30 and 100 days.
Thompson and Melzack (1956) also reported increases in activity
levels of Scottish terriers that had been isolated at four weeks of
age for between six and nine months.

After their release, the Scotties

were exceptionally active and playful in comparison to dogs farmed
out to families and whose behavior was much more subdued.
As briefly pointed out already, primate investigations have in
dicated that short-term, and frequently long-term effects of isolation
are debilitating and result in marked decreases in activity.

Sackett

(1965) has demonstrated that stimulus deprivation during rearing can
produce monkeys that are inactive and show little exploration of the
environment.

He raised animals either in 1) total isolation from

birth for one year, 2) alone in a wire cage for one year where they
could see and hear other monkeys but could not touch them, or 3) in
the jungle.

As measured by duration and frequency of contact with

a movable chain, a movable T-bar, and a nonmovable bar, totally and
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partially isolated monkeys were showen to be significantly less
active than monkeys reared in the wild.

Sackett suggests that

behavioral development proceeds by a gradual process of paced incre
ments in environmental complexity, i.e., animals reared with greater
proprioceptive stimulation will prefer stimuli with greater proprio
ceptive complexity.

Thus, those animals most severely deprived of pro

prioceptive stimulation (totally isolated monkeys) interacted longer
and more frequently with that stimulus which provided the least pro
prioceptive stimulation (the nonmovable bar).

Sackett refers to this

behavioral tendancy as "complexity dissonance preference."
Relatively short durations of maternal deprivation have also
produced short-term decreases in locomotion and play activity in
primates.

In addition to the more pathological consequences already

outlined, it has been observed that soon after separation from their
mothers at between four and eight months of age, pigtail (Kaufman and
Rosenblum, 1967) and rhesus monkeys (Spencer-Booth and Hinde, 1966)
emitted far fewer motor responses, slower movements, and in the case
of pigtails whose mothers were separated for four weeks in contrast
to six days for the rhesus monkeys, virtually ceased to engage in play
activity.
Closely interrelated with the question of activity levels, aggre
gative behavior (social responsiveness, exploration or preference)
has also been shown to be affected by induced isolation.

Baron and

Kish (1960) assigned 30 White Rock chickens to three different groups
within 30 minutes of hatching.

The first group was raised individually
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and isolated from direct contact with other chickens and the experi
menters.

The second group consisted of pairs of animals reared

under exactly the same conditions as the first group.
of chickens was

The third group

reared communally in a flock in which extensive visual

and auditory stimulation were provided.

Between four and five weeks of

age, each animal was tested for aggregation by being placed in a
choice situation where an animal of the same age was placed in one
of two display compartments while the other remained empty.

The

amount of time spent nearest the stimulus animal constituted the basic
response measure, and it was found that during the four-week test
period, isolated chickens spent less time, in close proximity to the
stimulus animal, on the average, than pair- or flock-reared animals.
The authors concluded that aggregative behavior in the domestic chicken
is the result of learning that accrues from social interaction.
As previously pointed out, rats deprived of littermates both preand post-weaning, as well as rats deprived of social experience postweaning beginning at 20 days, showed no preference for animal stimuli at
65 days of age (Stevenson and Simmel, 1967).

In contrast, animals that

had experienced littermate interaction either post-weaning or through
out the experiment, preferred the more novel hooded rat - the only animal
they had no previous contact with.

To restate the authors’ conclusion,

they contended that social exploration in the rat was more a function
of "novelty" than gregarious behavior.
In some contrast with Baron and Kish (1960) and Stevenson and
Simmel (1967), Latane, Nesbitt, Eckman and Rodin (1972) conducted a
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number of experiments indicating that long-term social isolation
led to significant increases in social attraction.

It is important

to note, however, that the rats used by Latane et al. were separated
and housed in individual cages at the relatively late age of 44 days.
It was found that the socially isolated animals were substantially
more sociable, i.e., they spent a greater proportion of time in direct
physical contact with another animal on six different test occasions
spanning between approximately 2 and 12 months.

During the first five

months of differential housing, isolates spent almost 70% more time
in contact with another animal than pair-reared animals tested on the
same days.

It was suggested that social learning was not a very im

portant factor in maintaining social responsiveness though it must
be remembered that all the rats had plenty of opportunity for normal
social contact both before and after weaning.

The results do not,

therefore, speak to the question of early social isolation and its
effects upon later sociability.
Dogs, on the other hand, that have experienced severe social
restriction during the first year of life have shown much less socia
bility than normally-reared dogs (Thompson and Melzack, 1956).

Animals

that were confined in single cages for between six and nine months
were each released in a large room containing two other dogs enclosed
in separate chicken-wire pens.

The measure of sociability was the

amount of time spent by the animal in "taking social notice" of the
penned dogs during a ten-minute session.

The restricted dogs paid

little attention to the other dogs in the pens and spent most of
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their time exploring the inanimate aspects of the room.

It was reported

that these animals persisted in their lack of interest in companion
ship even years after their release from the restricted environment.
It has been reported that rhesus monkeys freeze or flee from
approaching monkeys after having experienced extensive, long-term
(16-24 months) isolation (Harlow and Harlow, 1962; Mason, 1963).

Few

responses were directed toward other animals or even the physical
environment and the monkeys would typically submit to aggressive
assaults, making no effort to defend themselves.
There is evidence, then, which strongly suggests that the effects
of isolation upon activity levels may be phylogenetically interactive,
i.e., infraprimates that have experienced early isolation generally
show an increase in activity, while nonhuman primates evidence marked
inactivity resulting from isolation.

Research across species is also

relatively consistent in showing the generally depressive effects of
isolation upon aggregative behavior.

Animals reared in partial or

complete isolation during early life are less likely to show the
same degree of social responsiveness as animals that have been sociallyreared.
Emotional correlates:

It has been hypothesized by Denenberg

(1964) that "...stimulation in infancy reduces the organism's emotional
reactivity..." (p. 335), i.e., the amount of stimulus input in infancy
acts to reduce emotional reactivity in a monotonic fashion.

In a simi

lar manner, Levine (1960) has proposed that infantile stimulation en
hances the development of normal stress responses.

Without such
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stimulation, the animal is more likely to develop behavioral dis
orders during maturity.

His studies show that rats which spend their

early life in an isolated environment tend to be emotionally dis
turbed and adapt poorly in the open-field (1962).

If these positions

are indeed correct, it would be expected that induced-isolation, in
cluding maternal deprivation (La Barba, Hibbs and White, 1973), should
result in greater emotional reactivity in later life.

That is, in the

context of the present study, isolate-reared animals should exhibit
higher levels of emotionality than group-reared animals on standard
measures of emotionality.

The following discussion will explore in

greater detail this proposed relationship.
A study by Priestnall (1973) of the effects of litter size and
post-weaning isolation or grouping on later emotionality in mice showed
that when animals were kept in bisexual groups of between eight and ten
from weaning at 28 days until 70-75 days of age, they eliminated signi
ficantly more fecal boli than animals kept in isolation during the
same period.

Those mice that were isolated after weaning showed sign

ificantly more exploratory behavior and significantly less grooming,
eating, and defecation in an open-field than animals kept in groups.
It was also found that the mice reared in small preweaning litters
obtained significantly higher scores in exploratory behavior (activity,
rearing, sniffing) than mice reared in large preweaning litters.

These

observations would appear to be substantially in conflict with Denenberg's
monotonicity hypothesis (1964).

It was suggested by

Priestnall, however,

that the lower level of emotionality in animals from small preweaning
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litters may be the result of additional stimulation received from the
mother.

This does not, however, adequately explain why animals iso

lated after weaning were significantly less emotional than those ani
mals that were kept in small groups.

A position that preceded, but

which remained consistent with Priestnall's results has been offered
by Goldman (1965) who maintained that, contrary to emotionality being
an inverse function of the amount of stimulus input (Denenberg, 1964),
adult emotionality is rather a curvilinear function of the level of
stimulation early in life.

It has therefore been argued that animals

reared in larger litters receive a level of stimulation from the addi
tional littermates which exceeds the optimum and results in an increase
in emotionality.

On three measures of emotionality, Priestnall (1973)

found that emotionality was a curvilinear function of the amount of
infant stimulation, i.e., handling decreased emotionality relative
to controls, whereas shocking failed to do so.
Inconclusive results on the effects of isolation on later emotional
reactivity in mice have been reported by La Barba et al. (1973).

Con

trary to previously reported positive correlations between maternal
separation and adult emotionality (Hinde and Spencer-Boothe, 1971),
inconsistent maternal deprivation effects have been observed in rodents
(La Barba and Hodge, 1970).

In the study by La Barba et al., (1973),

three groups of mice were differentially-reared.

Beginning at 24 hours

after birth, the mothers of two separation groups were removed from their
pups for 20 hours per day for 18 consecutive days.

Cages of animals of

one group were placed in an incubator while those cages of animals in the
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second separation group were placed on an adjacent shelf.

Mothers of

the control group animals were removed for only a period of one minute
to control for maternal handling.

Results showed that at 50 days of

age both maternal deprivation groups were significantly less active than
controls, presumably indicating higher emotional reactivity, however,
two other indices of emotionality (quadrants traversed in an open-field
and defecation) did not show treatment effects, thus making interpre
tation difficult.
Studies showing higher levels of emotionality in rats as a func
tion of social or maternal deprivation or environmental restriction
include Hunt and Otis (1963), Moyer and Korn (1965), Hoyenga and Lekan
(1970) and Koch and Arnold (1972).

However, Lorenz (1972) found

less emotionality in early maternal and littermate isolates, and Rosen
(1964) found no significant difference between isolate- and group-reared
rats in terms of frequency of emotional elimination or timidity.

Of

particular procedural relevance to the present study is the research
conducted by Koch and Arnold (1972).

Their purpose was to investigate

the effects of total maternal deprivation and peer interaction during in
fancy on emotionality in later life.
groups:

Male rat pups were divided into four

1) animals mother-reared in groups of nine (MR-G) until 25

days of age until open-field testing at 65 days of age, 2) animals
mother-reared singly (MR-S) and following the same schedule as MR-G
animals, 3) animals incubator-reared without mothers but in groups
of nine peers (IR-G) and following the same schedule as MR-G animals,
and 4) animals incubator-reared singly (IR-S) and following the same
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schedule as above.

Open-field measures of emergence latencies,

squares entered, and overall percentage of animals urinating yielded
inconsistent results.

Incubator-reared animals generally responded

with longer emergence latencies than mother-reared animals though no
significant differences were found between the group or single animals
under either the MR or IR conditions.

Ambulation scores were not

significantly different except on the first test day and between MR
and IR animals.

Percentages of animals urinating in the open-field

during six successive daily tests showed a significant overall differ
ence between the four groups with IR animals having a higher incidence
of urination than their MR counterparts.

The authors contended that

support was given to Denenberg's (1963) position that early social
experiences are decisive in influencing later emotional behavior.

However,

it was also apparent that certain findings were not consistent with their
predictions, e.g., MR-S animals had shorter emergence latencies, entered
more squares, and urinated less frequently than MR-G animals in the
open-field.

Such results are, however, consistent with Denenberg's (1963)

findings that pups from large litters, when raised with their mothers,
tended to score significantly lower on their activity tests than pups
from smaller litters, and with Goldman's (1965) hypothesis that emo
tionality is a curvilinear function of early levels of stimulation.
The weight of the evidence would therefore seem to support the view that
isolation and maternal separation are generally productive of higher
levels of emotionality in later life.
Aggression/dominance correlates:

The foregoing studies generally
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indicate that increasingly greater physical and/or social deprivation
during early rearing tends to produce increasingly greater response
deficits to social stimuli.

The following discussion will review the

literature relating early social isolation and dominant or aggressive
behavior.
As reviewed by Van Kreveld (1970), social dominance may be viewed
as a relational, probabilistic concept, i.e., one animal is more likely
to have priority over another in a competitive situation.

As operation

ally defined, social dominance may relate to essentially two different
motivational situations:

1) involving priority of access to a reinforc

ing situation, or 2) involving priority in escaping an aversive situ
ation.

When a reinforcing situation is arranged in such a way that not

all animals can gain access to it, or when an aversive situation is
arranged in such a way that not all animals can avoid it, competition
is produced.
In the area of social dominance, it has been difficult to draw
definitive empirical generalizations about the interaction between
early rearing and later behavioral development.

In addition to the

situational variability in measuring dominance defined by Van Kreveld,
Becker and Ezinga (1969) have outlined two other important problems
that have characteristically prevailed in the experimental literature
on social dominance as a function of early experimental manipulation.
The first of these is the reliance upon rotated-pair comparisons in
observing social dominance, and secondly, the potential confounding
effects derived from physical and social stimulation interactions.
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Becker and

Ezinga have therefore concluded that differences in dominance

that have been reported may have

been caused by variability in a) task

requirements, b) demand stringency, c) definition of isolation, d) size
of social group, and/or e) animal strain.

Such potentially confounding

variables make it difficult indeed to form generalizations regarding
the effects of induced isolation.
Positive correlation studies:

Studies have shown positive cor

relations between social isolation and social dominance.

Kuo (1960)

Ratner (1965), and Hoffman, Boskoff, Eiserer and Klein (1975) have
each found that early, isolate-reared, male quail, cockerals, and duck
lings were more aggressive, respectively, than animals normally-reared
in groups.

Kuo reported that, of a group of isolate-reared quail, 25%

turned out

to be "good fighters" (ferocious and durable) as against only

10% of the

socialized birds in a paired combative situation. When

isolate- and group-reared animals received two months specific training
for fighting, the proportion of good fighters rose to 60% and 25%,
respectively.

In addition, in the case of trained fighters, food and

sex failed to inhibit fighting, while totally untrained socialized
quail competed much less frequently and with less intensity when food
or a female were introduced into the combat situation.

Kuo (1960)

concluded that any study of behavior (including aggression and dominance)
must be one which attempts to consider the total behavioral make-up of an
animal together with its developmental history.. Thus, he has suggested
that, in order to predict behavior, an animal's past history, present
environmental circumstances, and its physiological mechanisms must be
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adequately known.

Results of a study by Ratner (1965) indicated

that 14 White Leghorn cockerels that had been isolate-reared for 70
days immediately began to show aggressive behavior when subsequently
assembled in a circular communal brooder.

In contrast to normally-

reared birds, the entire group of isolates became agitated and indis
criminate in their pecking.

Within 12 days, however, the behaviors

of the isolates became more typical, indicating that, in the case of
the cockerals, isolation does not prevent later socialization.
In an effort to evaluate the position that aggression arises
innately and builds up under prolonged isolation until a suitable
target is available, Hoffman et al. (1975) sought to examine some
of the possible factors that might mediate isolation-induced aggres
sion in newly hatched ducklings.

A primary objective was to avoid

what Moyer (1968) has reported as "fear-mediated aggression" by arrang
ing to house the animals in pairs for a period of two days before sub
jecting them to isolation on Day 3 and testing for aggression on Day 5.
It was found that ducklings housed in social living conditions (paired)
did not exhibit any appreciable amount of aggression whereas isolated
animals displayed high amounts of aggression.

When the isolated duck

lings were switched to a paired-housing condition, the amount of aggres
sion declined consistently over five daily session to near zero levels.
And conversely, when ducklings that had experienced nonisolated hous
ing were switched to individual cages, their level of aggression in
creased sharply.

When a second reversal procedure was implemented, a

corresponding reversal of aggressive behavior occurred in both groups.
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i.e., birds living in isolation showed higher rates of aggression and
birds living in pairs exhibited near zero amounts again.

It was also

concluded that social housing precludes aggression not only against
the specific duckling with which a given animal is paired, but also
to other members of the species.

In a second experiment, ducklings

were raised either in complete isolation, with a white foam rubber
object which periodically moved, or in pairs.

In as much as those

animals that were raised in partial isolation (i.e., with the rubber
object) were significantly less aggressive than total isolates, it was
clearly evident that an exchange of signals is not necessary for the
preclusion of isolation-induced aggression.

As stated by the authors,

"...these findings suggest that the lack of opportunity
to exchange species-specific social signals is not a suf
ficient condition for the occurrence of isolation-induced
aggression. This conclusion, of course, does not imply that
the exchange of social signals has no role in minimizing
intraspecific aggression under natural circumstances, but it
does question the central role assigned those signals in the
theories of aggression espoused by Lorenz and Eibl-Eibesfeldt"
(p. 453).
A third experiment revealed that being housed with a visible imprinting
object behind glass also prevents subsequent aggression toward conspecifics.

It was therefore concluded that isolation-induced aggres

sion is not based on the decrease in tactile stimulation that ordinar
ily accompanies isolation.

Further, and with respect to the notion

that there is an innate drive for aggression which is released through
"exchanges of species-specific social signals", Hoffman and associates
suggest in conclusion,
"
that isolation-induced aggression is determined by the nature
of the stimulation available during the period of isolation.
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If that stimulation includes an object that elicits attach
ment behavior, a subject can experience extended isolation
from conspecifics without exhibiting overt aggression when
reunited with them. This suggests that the critical factor
in isolation-induced aggression, across species, is not the
lack of opportunity to dissipate a growing aggressive drive
but the lack of stimulation that would otherwise elicit
attachment behavior" (1975, p. 456).
Correlations between isolation and aggression continue to be
evident in other species.

In a study by Denenberg et al. (1964) male

mice were reared singly by their mothers from three to 21 days at
which time they were weaned and placed in single cages.

Between 21

and 68 days, isolates were paired against each other and were found to
be significantly more aggressive than animals that had spent all their
lives with other mice, animals that were placed singly with a male and
female rat, or mice that had been fostered to a rat mother and four
rat pups.
According to Cairns and Nakelski (1970), mice that had been main
tained in isolation from 25 days of age, and then placed in a group
from which an animal had been recently removed at 112 days (-2), took
the intiative in making social contact.

Although outnumbered four to

one, the isolates also initiated attacks and dominated the group in
four of eight instances.

All eight previously isolated mice fought

in every 10-minute observation period in contrast to only two of eight
group-reared animals who fought when placed in a group setting.

Whether

or not the investigatory activity escalated into fighting seemed de
pendent upon the reactivity of the animal being stimulated with pre
viously isolated mice being-most active.

Kalberer and Coleman (1975)

paired previously isolate—housed male mice with either a male or
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female stock animal beginning at 28 days for eight weekly five-minute
social encounters.

It was found that isolate animals exposed to male

peers fought sooner than isolates exposed to female peers.
isolate-housed male mice were significantly more

In addition,

aggressive than their

group-housed peers.
It has been reported by Brain (1972) that when isolated Golden
hamsters of both sexes were compared with animals which had been
grouped in tens for a period of 62 days, the isolates were found to
show more aggressive behavior toward young female opponents.

Gerbils

(Hull, Chapin and Kastaniotis, 1974) that were housed in groups of
eight and experienced daily 2-hour periods of isolation in an enriched
environment for 10 weeks, were found to initiate more aggressive en
counters when placed in an open-field box with three other males than
animals that had been housed in paired or crowded conditions.

This

aggressiveness was also observed when the isolate-crowded gerbils were
returned to their home cages.

The significance of this study is that

repeated short periods of isolation also lead to increased aggressiveness.
One of the few studies providing data on the results of competition
under maximally (survival) demanding conditions was reported by Uyeno
and White (1967).

Rats were weaned at 17 days and housed either singly

or in groups of ten each.

An underwater test of dominance was devised

whereby group-housed animals were paired with single—housed animals
and trained to move in opposite directions to escape a tube submerged
in water.

The animal that forced back its opponent to escape the tube

was defined as dominant.

The results showed that, after five weeks of
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isolation, of the 27 pairs that competed, 21 isolates were scored as
dominant and only six as submissive.

The fact that each animal from

both groups received pretraining in swimming the underwater tube was
cited as significant in producing the obtained results.

It was sug

gested that, because isolated animals typically exhibit naive, unadaptive behavior such as timidity or freezing behavior upon initial contact
with other animals, the pretraining and training trials served to dis
sipate any freezing behavior of isolates before they were given the
dominance test.

Uyeno and White allude to the possibility that pre

viously reported submissive responses by animals that had experienced
isolation, more likely were defensive reactions.

Thus, when animals

are allowed to adapt to a highly novel testing environment prior to
competition testing, isolated animals tend to dominate socially-reared
peers.
Other investigators have reported positive correlations between
isolation and dominance or aggression in rats (Ward and Gerall, 1968;
Johnson, De Sisto and Koenig, 1972; and Conner and Gregory, 1973).

In

a study designed to examine dominance behavior of rats, Ward et al. com
pletely isolated male rats from 14 to 90 days of age.

Social littermates

were also weaned at 14 days and housed in groups of three animals.

An

enclosed runway with boxes attached to its ends and each of which served
as either a start or goal box, was used to test dominance.

In contrast

to the survival motivation paradigm emplyed by Uyeno and White (1968), a
positive reward task of traversing the runway to receive and consume a
pellet of food was used in this study.

During the competition trials

beginning at 140 days and involving pairing each isolated animal with
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every other social animal twice, the isolates won 71 out of 72 con
tests.

Mean time taken to win each bout was recorded and it was

found that socials paired against socials had the shortest latency
while isolates paired against isolates took significantly longer to
terminate a bout.

It was concluded that socially isolated rats were

more dominant than those reared in groups.

However, the fact that none

of the social animals weighed as much as the lightest isolate, that con
tests were run on a round-robin basis requiring each animal to be paired
with every other animal at least twice, and the additional fact of each
animal having had extensive prior adult sexual contact, raise the seri
ous question of possible confounding effects.
In tests of interspecific aggressive behavior, rats raised in
isolation initiated significantly more killing attacks against frogs
than socially-reared littermates (Johnson et al., 1972).

In the first

of three experiments, it was found that 80% of those rats weaned
between 18 and 22 days and housed individually, until testing at
95 days, initiated attacks against frogs while only 49% of those
raised with peers did the same.

Attack latencies were also signi

ficantly shorter for isolates than for group animals.

A second ex

periment was conducted to examine the hypothesis that socially iso
lated rats were more likely to attack and kill an alien species
because they were prevented from forming attachments to other animals
during development.

Support for this contention has been demonstrated

by Myer (1969) who found that muricide (mouse-killing) by rats
is sharply reduced if both species are reared together.

Contrary
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to these studies, Johnson et al. found that cohabitation between
rats and frogs or two different species of cockroaches under varied
living arrangements was impossible because the rats killed the alien
species (1972).

In a third experiment, those rats that on two pre

vious test occasions had failed to attack frogs were placed in group
cages where they could observe through a wire screen frogs being at
tacked by an established killer rat.

After watching one or two

attacks per day for a week, each rat was individually retested.
modeling of killing significantly

Such

increased the proportion of killers

in contrast to animals deprived of observing killing.

These latter

results indicate that social experience is effective in modifying ag
gressive behavior in that isolation and modeling are positively cor
related with increased aggression.

After reviewing some of the liter

ature pertaining to isolation and its effect upon aggression, the
authors conclude that "...social isolation may either increase or
decrease aggressiveness, and the exact effect depends in part on the
genetically determined social behavior of the species...” (p. 241).
It was also noted that some rats never kill, even if they have ob
served killing.
Interspecific fighting has also been observed in rhesus monkeys
that had experienced severe and prolonged social restriction (Mason,
1960).

Monkeys were separated from their mothers before the end

of the first month and thereafter reared in complete isolation for
27-28 months.

They were compared to feral monkeys that had been

captured in the wild and reared and housed in a group of 26 for six
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months, and then paired for the next eight months, and subsequently
individually for one month before testing.

Of the 15 total possible

pairings between restricted monkeys, 11 engaged in aggression in at
least one session while six of the feral pairs showed aggression (i.e.,
intense vocalizing, biting and pulling).

Seven pairs of restricted

monkeys fought in more than one session while the same was true in
only two pairs of ferals.

In addition to more frequent fighting in

restricted pairs, aggressive episodes tended to be longer.

Mason con

clude^ that among those animals whose socialization has been restricted,
the cue function of many basic social responses (e.g., sexual, play
and aggressive behavior) is poorly established if not absent altogether.
Negative correlation studies:

As indicated earlier, the experi

mental evidence relating social isolation and dominance or aggression
is not consistent.

Thus, the following discussion will present samples

of research which correlate restricted social experience with decreases
in dominance or aggression.
According to King (1957), the "critical period hypothesis" was
given some support when it was demonstrated that male mice that had
experienced 10 or 25 days of social associations immediately after
weaning were faster aggressors, i.e., had shorter aggressive response
latencies than males with only five days or no post-weaning social
experiences.

Those mice that had experienced the least social contact

after weaning recorded significantly longer latencies to fight in con
trast to those animals that remained in a group 25 days post-weaning.
It is noteworthy to point out, however, that mice that were reared
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singly by their mothers until 15 days of age and isolated until 110112 days were more aggressive than mice weaned at 20 days and isolated
until testing.

King suggested, in view of the very high attrition

rate (approximately two-thirds) of those mice weaned at 15 days, that
in order to survive, remaining mice were probably the strongest and
msot aggressive of the group.

It is also interesting to point out that

male mice separated by a screen mesh from their siblings for a period
of 25 days post-weaning showed no difference in aggression from those
raised in contact with each other for the same period.
finding, King suggested that

In view of this

perceptual cues obtained through

screens were sufficient to establish an

aggressive pattern of

thewire
behavior

pursued in adulthood, i.e., it was not necessary or essential that
actual intraspecific competition occur for the development of a fighting
repertoire.
In an effort to examine the effects of post-weaning isolation upon
adult timidity and dominance, Rosen and Hart (1963) reported that two
subspecies of deermice that had experienced isolate-rearing were much
less dominant in competing for water than socially-reared animals.
In contrast with the purely aggressive or fighting behavior, as in the
case of King (1957), dominance referred to "...that behavior which can
be elicited only when there is competition for some goal object in
which the need or drive activating the animal is congruent with the
goal object, and can be satisfied by only one of the partners at a
given time..." (1963, p. 48).
four until weaning at 21 days

Mice that were reared in groups

of

and raised in individual cages until
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126 days, were each then paired with a group-raised animal in a
dominance apparatus.

The animals raced to a watertube to fight for

its control and were compared on the basis of the proportion of a
5-minute period spent drinking water.

That animal which spent more

time at the tube was considered the "winner" of the competition.

Re

sults showed that social-reared bairdii mice won significantly more
competitions than isolate-reared bairdii, whereas in the case of the
gracilis strain, no significant differences in dominance were recorded.
Such apparent interspecific genetic differences were not discussed.
Studies have also indicated that isolation experiences in gerbils
do not lead to increased aggression toward conspecific, group-housed
animals (Wechkin and Breuer, 1974; and Berg, Shanin and Hull, 1975).
In one experiment, gerbils were denied visual, tactile, and olfactory
access to other gerbils a minimum of four weeks before testing.

Each

was placed in a tank containing a pair of animals that had been reared
together for a minimum of four weeks.

A record was kept of the first

10 minutes of social interactions between the animals.

The authors

concluded there was "...significantly more aggression when isolated
intruders were introduced..." (p. 417) as contrasted to when grouphoused animals were introduced.

It should also be noted that isolate

intruders were more likely to be pursued by the residents and to flee
from them much more so than in the case of group-housed animals.
rearing was also more frequent among the isolated intruders.

Hindleg

Taken

together, such behaviors may be viewed more as avoidance or defensive
responses than true aggressive, attacking behaviors.

Thus, it is un

clear whether or not to attribute increased aggression to isolates.
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Following a procedure and design similar to the one he used with
mice, Rosen (1964) assigned 10 black hooded rats to a social-rearing
condition and 10 others to isolate-rearing beginning at 21 days.
Using an apparatus involving a metal feeder which could accomodate
only one animal at a time, Rosen began testing for dominance at 166
days of age by pairing each isolate once with every social-reared rat
in a series of competitive eating situations.

The total time each

spent in eating from the feeding cylinder during all pairings was
divided by 10 to yield a mean dominance time score.

Averages were then

computed for each group and it was found that social-reared animals
averaged 143 seconds at the feeder as opposed to only 85 mean seconds
feeding for isolate-reared animals.

Of interest was the fact that

isolated animals were significantly heavier than social animals at
the time of testing.

That the heavier-weighing isolate-reared rats

may not have been as strongly food-motivated as the lighter socialreared animals was not supported by the records of time spent eating
during each trial of a familiarization period, i.e., isolate rats
spent an average of 119 seconds eating whereas social rats spent an
average of 108 seconds eating.

In dominating the feeding cylinder

a significantly longer period of time, social-reared animals often
kicked, jabbed, butted, and vigorously fought with their isolatereared competitors.
Hutchinson, Ulrich, and Azrin (1965) have reported the facilitative
effects of social rearing on spontaneous aggression in either a footshock or neutral situation with rats.

The probability of fighting

for nonisolated animals at 90 days of age was 85% whereas rats isolated
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at 22 days and reared in individual cages fought after only 48% of the
shocks at 90 days.

Increases in fighting were also found to parallel

increases in age, thus leading to the conclusion that "...some factor
which changes with age but is not influenced by prior socialization..."
(p. 366) was responsible.

In addition, "...the greater probability

of aggression in ^s raised in groups than in Ss raised alone shows that
prior social interaction is also a determinant of reflexive aggression..."
(p. 367).
As in the case of Rosen and Hart (1963) and Rosen (1964), Becker
and Ezinga (1969) chose to study social dominance in rats via competi
tion.

A dominance test apparatus was employed in which animals competed

for priority over a food container.

Beginning on Day 79, and using

a fixed-pair comparisons method, animals reared in isolation from Day
23 were permitted to compete with animals reared in groups of four.
It was found that socially-reared rats were dominant in competition
with isolation-raised rats especially when both animals were handled
early in life.

In another study by Hoyenga et al. (1970) employing

food competition, it was demonstrated that rats reared in social iso
lation from 45 to 105 days of age were less dominant on early test
trials than group-reared animals. Differences between groups faded,
however, over 12 days of testing.

It was suggested that the improvement

in performance by isolates may have been related to the diminished
amount of attention paid to the socially-reared animals by the isolatereared animals.
Harlow and Harlow (1962), found that rhesus monkeys which had been
raised in isolation for two years initially fled from younger, group-raised
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monkeys when they were paired with them.

They also made no effort to

defend themselves when attacked, and this lack of fighting behavior
continued even after the isolates had begun to circulate freely in the
presence of other monkeys.

These results were essentially confirmed

by Mason and Sponholz (1963) and Sackett (1965).

When paired with a

nonaggressive, lightly tranquilized stimulus animal, those monkeys
having had the least social experience demonstrated the least amount
of aggression (Sackett, 1965).

It was observed that isolates withdrew

from social contact much more than they aggressed, thus confirming
that isolates and other non-peer-reared monkeys exhibited a marked
degree of withdrawal in social situations.
Uncorrelated studies:

A number of investigators have either found

no significant differences between socially-reared and isolate-reared
animals on measures of aggression or dominance, or they have found
contrasting effects.

Such results have been reported in the case of

mice (Crawley, Schleidt and Contrera, 1975) and rats (Rosen, 1961;
Myer, 1969; Baenninger, 1970; Hoyenga and Lekan, 1970; and Howells and
Kise, 1974).
In the case of mice, for example, it was found that housing a male
with a female for one month after weaning at one month of age, increased
the animals’ fighting tendencies to the level of mice that were completely
isolated after weaning (Crawley et al., 1975).

Rearing animals with one

male mouse reduced subsequent future fighting behavior and was explained
by the male-male interaction hypothesis, i.e., since females rarely
fight unless protecting a litter, housing a male with a female is the
same as isolation in increasing fighting tendencies; a male conspecific
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would provide increased stimulation and socialization.

It remained

undetermined what factors in male-male interactions were responsible
for reduced fighting.

Suggestions included habituation to male

odors, intermale grooming or play, or actual fighting tendencies.
Hypothesizing that rats raised in pairs for three weeks following
weaning would be more dominant in adulthood than those raised individual
ly, Rosen (1961) found no significant difference between group mean
time scores in competing for and drinking from a cylinder of water.
Each isolate was paired once with every pair-reared animal in a series
of five-minute competitive drinking situations.

In not finding group-

animals more dominant than solitary-living animals, Rosen suggested the
possibilities that fighting and competitive behavior between the pairs
of rats was minimal, and/or that both groups of animals had relatively
equal opportunity to become familiarized with one another previous to
testing either through actual body contact or through perceptual cues.
The significance of visual cues in mediating competitive behavior has
been previously discussed in reference to King (1957).
It has been demonstrated by Myer (1969), that rats reared in
social isolation after weaning at 19-22 days of age and littermate
controls reared in groups of four, did not differ significantly in
tests of muricide at four months of age.

That is, rearing in social

isolation did not prevent the development of mouse-killing.
tive differences did exist, however, and " —

Qualita

group-reared killers dis

played a smooth, rapid, and well-integrated attack response, whereas
the isolated rats were poorly coordinated in their attacks..." (p. 47).
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Thus, in this instance, muricide in rats is shown to be affected
by social experience albeit only qualitatively.
The position stated earlier that measures of dominance may depend
upon, among other factors, task requirements (Becker and Ezinga, 1969)
or that dominance behavior was not necessarily stable from one test to
the next but rather determined by the interaction of environmental
and organismic factors (Ward and Gerall, 1968), is amply supported by
research conducted by Baeninger (1970).

It was determined that "spontan

eous dominance" did not correlate with either food or water dominance
when measured in juveniles or adult rats, i.e., animals dominant
in spontaneous competition are not necessarily dominant in food or
water competition.

Though this study did not involve a comparative

analysis of isolation-reared and group-reared animals, it nonetheless
reveals the possibility that an animal proving dominant under one
set of circumstances may show submission under a different set of
circumstances.

Similar results have been reported by Howells and

Rise (1974) in which three measures of dominance were administered.
Rats were weaned at 28 days and reared with peers until 55 days of
age and then randomly divided into social and isolate groups until
testing at approximately 110 days.

Animals were then assigned to

one of three dyadic combinations (Social-Social, Isolate-Isolate,
or Social-Isolate) and administered a Y-maze, food, and underwater
dominance test.

Correlations between the scores on the various dom

inance measures showed a total absence of any relationship between
them.

The authors concluded that "...social dominance is a complex
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concept which cannot be accounted for by any single factor or quanti
fied by means of one measurement procedure..." (1974, p. 106).

Comments On Handling

Interrelated with the question of emotionality is the issue of
infantile handling and its subsequent effect upon behavior.

The

issue is of particular importance in that the present study was one
which incorporated high levels of stimulation in infancy resulting
from the incubator-rearing process.

The present results must therefore

be evaluated in light of this significant methodological variable and
it is primarily for that reason the following discussion is submitted.
Extensive research has been carried out in an effort to establish
the behavioral and physiological parameters of early handling.

The

number and variants of dependent variables investigated has been great
and the experimental results not altogether consistent.

The research

of Levine and Denenberg has resulted in a very thorough compilation of
evidence relevant to the effects of early stimulation and handling.
In a summary of experimental data relating handling and stimulation
to various behavioral responses in rats, Levine (1960) found three
major correlates:

1) greater exploration and activity, 2) shorter

durations of the stress response, and 3) more rapid developmental
rates including, motor coordination, weight, resistance to pathogenic
agents, growth of hair, and time of eye-opening.

He concluded: "...the

character of early infant experience is another important determinant
of individual differences in animals...(and) our results clearly indicate
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that stimulation of the infant organism has quite universal consequences
upon the behavior and physiology of the adult..." (1960, p. 8).

Note

worthy is the additional conclusion that mere handling may constitute
stimulation as compelling and severe as the more traumatic forms of
stimulation, e.g., shock.

In later studies, Levine, Haltmeyer, Karas

and Denenberg (1967) were able to duplicate their former results con
cluding that handling during the first two days of life of the neonatal
rat greatly alters its capacity to respond to stress.

The data strongly

indicated that "...very early in development the animal that (had) been
subjected to extra-stimulation in the form of handling indeed (differed)
from the non-handled with regard to variability in circulating corticoids
during the immediate postnatal period." (1968, p. 69).
A review of experiments conducted by Denenberg and associates
(Denenberg, 1963) documented the significance of early handling and later
emotional development.

Rats regularly subjected to handling for the

first three weeks of life and tested in the open-field at 180 days
"...adapted more normally to the unfamiliar test situation, registering
higher activity scores and lower defecation than unhandled rats." (1963,
p. 6).

Extra-stimulation to handling was provided via the post-weaning

rearing environment from 25 to 50 days.

Large "free environment boxes"

containing ramps, tunnels, platforms and plenty of food and water were
found to lower defecation scores of both preweaning handled and unhandled
groups.

Such results tend to support the thesis expounded by Levine (1960)

that different kinds of stimulation are apparently sufficient in
reducing emotional reactivity.

Other studies documenting the generally
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diminishing effects of handling upon emotionality include Hunt (1963),
Becker and Flaherty (1966), Denenberg et al. (1966), DeNelsky and
Denenberg (1967), and Levine et al. (1967).
Not only are the effects of handling directly reflected in the
behavior and physiology of the stimulated animal, but it has also
been demonstrated that offspring of handled animals are differentially
affected by such treatment (Denenberg and Whimbey, 1963).

Denenberg

and Whimbey concluded:
"The results clearly establish that the experiences which
the mother received while an infant were profound enough
to modify her offspring's body weight at weaning and openfield behavior in adulthood. These modifications were
mediated through both the prenatal mother-fetus relation
ship and the postnatal mother-young interactions." (1963,
p. 1193).
Denenberg et al. (1966) tested the hypothesis that stimulus
input from the surrounding environment during infancy would have the
same functional effects as handling, i.e., animals exposed to more
intense and irregular stimulation would perform similarly to animals
handled in infancy.

The hypothesis was not supported, and it was

the lack of noise and irregular stimulus patterning that appeared to
affect the animals in a manner similar to handling during infancy.
More specifically, rats reared in a quiet room until weaning and rats
handled, both weighed less at weaning.

Furthermore, those reared in

the quiet room after weaning and those animals handled, were both
more active in the open-field.

Also, handled animals defecated less

than controls in the open-field, whereas those exposed to a quiet en
vironment either during preweaning or postweaning, defecated less than
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those reared in noisier colony rooms.
Though some inconsistency has marked the research relating handling
and later behavior, the major thrust of the findings suggests that
handling in infancy increases exploration, activity, body weight,
and aggression, and decreases emotional reactivity.

Hypotheses

It is obvious from the literature pertaining to induced-isolation
that many variables are potentially effective in contributing to
adult dominance behavior in different species.

In addition, a common

and fundamental deficiency in nearly all infraprimate studies that
have been cited has been the absence of complete maternal deprivation
prior to weaning.

As reported earlier, it is during this hypothesized

critical time that significant social interaction between mother and
offspring occurs.

A technological problem of no small dimension exists

when infraprimates are involved in early experience investigations.
Animals must be maintained in complete social isolation as soon after
birth as possible in order to adequately assess the constitutional and

1
social contributions of mother to offspring.
Much credit for the incubator-rearing method employed in the present

■^This was our intent at the Western Michigan University laboratory
where we met with limited, though sufficient, success in hand-raising
rat pups (See e.g., Irey, 1968; Schneider, 1970). Technicians at
Upjohn Company, Kalamazoo, Michigan, those at Lobund Institute, Univer
sity of Notre Dame (Pleasants, 1959) and researchers such as Thoman
(1965), Thoman and Arnold (1968) and Koch and Arnold (1972) are
examples of those who have met with relative success in hand-rearing
rats.
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study can be given to Thoman (1963, 1965) who developed an apparatus
and technique adequate for the successful rearing of rat pups
weaned soon after birth for purposes of behavioral analysis.

This

technique for rearing motherless animals has the advantage of pro
viding conditions under which the effects of much earlier social
deprivation can be studied as compared with other techniques that
allow for total social deprivation only after weaning.

This earlier

deprivation is extremely important in considering the question of
critical infantile periods during which stimulation presumably may be
most effective in producing socially adequate organisms.

Utilizing

such techniques has not gone without criticism however.

For example,

La Barba et al. (1973) have stated in connection with their study which
measured the effects of maternal separation upon emotional reactivity
in mice:
"The characteristics of the neonate and its behavioral
repertory during the first two weeks of life simply do not
provide for its survival in the total absence of its mother.
To feed such animals artificially is to introduce con
founding variables of handling and multiple stimulation
of various modalities. Any variations of the maternal
separation paradigm with rodents are also subject to
serious confounding effects." (p. 110).
The present study incorporated a modified version of Thoman's
method including, in addition, measures to counterbalance the effects
of multiple modality extrastimulation involved in handling.

The

primary purpose of the study was to determine the effect of maternal
deprivation and social isolation on later social dominance.

After

reviewing the voluminous literature on this subject, there are es
sentially three views that can be taken regarding this question:
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1) that dominance, or more often aggression, is induced by isolation
or that it is "spontaneously emitted" in those organisms that have
undergone isolation treatment - an essentially biological predispositional viewpoint (Banerjee, 1971; Eibl-Eibesfeldt, 1971;
Hoffman et al., 1975; Hutchinson et al., 1965; Lorenz, 1966; Rosen
and Hart, 1963; Weltman, Sackler and Schwartz, 1970), 2) that early
social isolation deprives an organism of those experiences necessary
for the development of competitive social responses - an essentially
social-learning viewpoint (Harlow and Harlow, 1962; Mason, 1960; Mason
and Sponholz, 1963; Sackett, 1965; Thompson and Melzack, 1956), or 3)
that isolation in early life combines with other factors to either
facilitate or inhibit dominance - an essentially interactional view
point (Becker and Ezinga, 1969; Ginsberg and Allee, 1942; Howells and
Kise, 1974; Johnson et al., 1972; Kuo, 1960; Ward and Gerall, 1968).
Consistent with the view that aggressive patterns of interaction
are largely acquired through observational learning and practice, i.e.,
the social learning viewpoint, the present study proposes that the
absence of maternal care and contact and/or peer interaction, will prove
socially non-facilitative and lead to lower levels of social dominance
in adulthood.

The rational for such a position rests upon the obser

vation that animals raised in groups occasionally compete for food,
water, and space, and it is assumed that this early competitive train
ing will facilitate the development of a behavioral repertoire employ
able in later competitive situations.

That is, early maternal depri

vation and social isolation will severely deprive an animal of those
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opportunities and experiences necessary for learning those responses
requisite to socially-adaptive behavior, including social dominance.
Based upon research by Levine (1960, 1962) and Denenberg (1963, 1964),
it is further proposed that increased emotional reacitivity resulting
from maternal deprivation and social isolation will be socially nonfacilitative under relatively novel or stressful circumstances, i.e.,
a previously socially-deprived animal will not adapt as well as an
animal that has been maternally- or communally-reared.

Furthermore,

it is assumed that the preweaning presence of peers will be at least
as socially significant as the mother in determining later emotionality
(Harlow and Harlow, 1962) and consequently, social dominance.

Lastly,

animals that have undergone similar rearing experiences, regardless of
rearing size or mode, are expected to be equally dominant.
The specific hypotheses generated from the above statements are
as follows:
PRIMARY
1.

Grouped animals, (whether mother - or incubator-reared),
will be more dominant than single-reared animals, ir
respective of mode of rearing.

SECONDARY
2.

Mother-reared group animals will be more dominant than
incubator-reared group animals and will thus establish
the highest weighted dominance score of all groups.

3.

Mother-reared single animals will be more dominant
than incubator-reared single animals and thus the
latter group will establish the lowest weighted
dominance score.

4.

Like-reared animals, regardless of rearing size or
mode, when paired in competition against each other
will not demonstrate significant differences in
dominance.
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METHOD

Subjects

Incubator-Reared:

Forty-eight Sprague-Dawley, male, albino

rat pups were reared as experimental animals.

Of this group, 27

pups were raised in nine sub-groups of three each while the remain
ing 21 were reared singly.

Each pup was separated from its mother

within 72 hours after birth, using a split-litter technique whereby
each incubator-reared animal had a corresponding littermate control
of the same sex which remained with the natural mother.

Those ani

mals raised singly in the incubator constituted, therefore, the
maternally-deprived and socially-isolated group and were labeled
IR-S.

Incubator-reared grouped animals were labeled IR-G.
Mother-Reared:

As already indicated, each incubator-reared

animal had a control littermate counterpart which was raised by their
common

mother.That is,

at three

days of age, littermates of incubator-

reared

animals were left with the mother to be raised by her, either

singly

(N = 21), or in a group of three (N = 27).

number

of pups (48) were mother-reared (MR-S and MR-G) as incubator-

Thus, the same

reared.

Apparatus

Housing:

Mother-reared single and group pups were housed with

their mothers in 9 X 16 X 7 inch breeding cages filled with approxi
mately two inches of San— i-cel bedding material.

(See Fig. 1)
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Figure 1:

Housing arrangements for mother-reared single and group
pups.
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Incubator;

An incubator, 48 X 18 X 12 inches deep was construct

ed and used to house the incubator-reared animals.

(See Fig. 2)

It

was constructed of 5/8 inch plywood, sealed and lined with plastic
to prevent leakage.

Resting four inches below the top of the incu

bator, and approximately one inch above the surface of the water,
was a series of compartments to house the pups.

(See Fig. 3)

The

compartments rested upon a window screen flooring and contained 1/4
inch plywood dividers which served to separate each compartment.
compartments for incubator-reared single animals measured 4 X 5

The
inches

whereas the compartment size for incubator-reared groups was 5 X 5
inches.

Two thermostatic fish tank heaters were used to maintain

compartment temperature between 85 and 90 degrees fahrenheit and
compartment humidity at approximately 70 percent.

A submergible

water pump was located on the floor of the incubator for the purpose
of circulating water and aiding in maintaining the temperature and
humidity throughout the incubator.

A plastic canopy was also situ

ated approximately 12 inches above the incubator to insure the humid
ity level and act as a hygienic barrier.

(See Fig. 4)

A layer of

Houseboy paper towels covered the screen flooring upon which San-i—cel
bedding material was placed in each compartment.
Feeding:

?
3
A two millileter micro-syringe'1
with a silicone nipple-*

four centimeters in length was used to feed the rat pups.

The

syringe was clamped to an adjustable ringstand to insure a stable

2 Gilmont 2.0 millileter micrometer syringe, Cole-Parmer Instruand Equipment Company, 7330 North Clark St., Chicago, Illinois.
3 Infant Rodent Feeder, R. E. Darling Company, Inc., 16021
Industrial Drive, Gaithersburg, Maryland.
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Figure 2:

Incubator.
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Figure 3:

Incubator housing compartments for single and group
animals.
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Figure 4:

Incubator with plastic canopy in place.
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point of delivery of the formula (see Appendix I) and to help control
the rate at which it was given.

(See Fig. 5)

The syringe was equip

ped with a screw-type plunger which further helped in controlling the
rate of formula feeding.
Dominance-Test:

The Dominance Test apparatus consisted mainly

of two chambers connected by an enclosed runway.

(See Fig. 6)

The

end chambers were constructed of 3/A inch white pine and measured
12 1/2 X 6 1/2 X 10 1/4 inches high.

The runway measured 38 inches

in length, two inches high and two and one half inches wide.

The

top, bottom, and rear side of the runway were constructed of 3/4
inch white pine whereas the remaining side was 1/4 inch clear plexiglas to permit observation of the runway interior.

An opening 3 1/2

X 3 1/4 inches was cut into one side of each end chamber at the point
where the chamber was attached to the test runway.

On the rear

walls and three inches above the floors of the chambers, holes were
drilled through which water tubes could be inserted.

Each end cham

ber was fitted with a hinged lid and sliding Guillotine door which,
upon being lowered, blocked admittance to the test runway.

In addi

tion, Guillotine partitions were located nine inches from each end
and midway on the runway to prevent both forward and backward move
ment by an animal once it was placed in the runway.
Mother- and incubator-rearing was conducted in separate rooms
where care was taken to keep traffic and noise at a minimum.

Room

and instrument cleanliness were also emphasized to help in the pre
vention of disease.

A third lab room was used for eventual testing
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Figure 5:

Feeding procedure.
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Figure 6:

Dominance Test apparatus.
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purposes, adopting the same sanitary measures.

Procedure

Breeding:

Eighty-five female, albino rats were mated on or near

the same day to insure as many litters occurring at the same time
as possible.

After delivery, at three days of age, groups of three

pups and single pups were left with their mothers to serve as control
animals (i.e., these animals were not separated from their mothers).
At the same time, pups from the same litters were placed in the in
cubator in groups of three or alone as singletons.
Feeding of Experimental Animals: Hand-feeding of incubator
animals was accomplished by inserting the silicone nipple of the syringe
into the pup's stomach via the esophogus and steadily injecting the
formula.

To aid in the feeding process, the nipple was lubricated

with corn oil and care taken to avoid injecting milk into the lungs
or nasal passages.

The pups were fed every four hours beginning with

.35 cc of pasteurized formula on the first day of incubation.

A max

imum dosage of .90 cc was reached at 15 days of age (or 12 incubator
days) after which time the formula was presented in small cups placed
inside each compartment.

Also on the 15th day, small amounts of egg

purree were placed in a second small dish.

At 19 days of age, a "mash"

consisting of milk, egg, and Purina Rat Chow was provided in each
compartment for the three final days in the incubator.
Stimulation:

In addition to being hand-fed, the incubator-reared

animals were perineally stimulated in order to stimulate urination
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and defecation.

(See Fig. 7)

This is normally done by the mother

but was accomplished artificially by gently stroking the anal region
with a soft paint brush moistened with corn oil.
Handling:

A constant, potentially confounding,variable through

out the rearing process was the necessity for handling the incubator
animals frequently and extensively during mechanical feedings.

To

assure equal handling treatment of experimental and control animals,
each mother-reared animal was handled 30 seconds six times every
24 hours until weaning at 21 days.

This procedure was followed in

order to match the handling schedule that was necessitated by the
rearing arrangements of the incubator animals.
Weaning:

At 21 days of age, all IR animals were taken out of

the incubator and placed in 9 X 11 X 8 inch cages with two inch
stainless steel bottom trays filled with San-i-cel.

On the same

day, as already indicated, all MR animals were weaned and placed in
similar cages.

All animals, whether incubator- or mother-reared,

remained as singletons or in their respective groups of three and
were placed on jad lib food and water.

Because the cages used at this

time had wire mesh on all sides, and all animals were housed in the
same rack, heavy cardboard partitions were attached in such a way
as to eliminate all visual contact between animals in adjacent cages
and thereby maintain consistency of isolation throughout the study.
At 35 days of age, all single animals (whether incubator- or
mother-reared) were placed in 9 X 16 X 7 inch breeding cages filled
with approximately two inches of San-i-cel bedding material.
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Figure 7:

Post-feeding perineal stimulation.
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same time, all group animals were placed in 24 X 11 X 8 inch guinea
pig breeding cages which were also filled with approximately two
inches of San-i-cel.

All animals remained in these cages up to and

through dominance testing.
As already suggested, essentially two different situations have
prevailed in the measurement of social dominance, i.e., situations
in which animals were either positively or negatively motivated (Van
Kreveld, 1970).

Animals, therefore, have either been placed in situ

ations where priority was gained in acquiring a positive reinforcer,
or where one animal gained priority over another in escaping an
aversive situation.

In the present study, a situation was created

in which two animals were forced to compete in order to gain access
to a reinforcing stimulus (water).

Thus, the operational definition

of social dominance required either that one rat, when confronted
with another in the test runway, physically force that animal backward,
or that one rat retreat when confronted by another in the runway.
It should be noted that the test runway was wide enough to accomodate
the passage of only one rat.
Pre-test Training:
on the 71st day of age.

Training on the competitive response began
Essentially two stages were involved:

1) end

chamber and water tube adaptation from 71 to 75 days of age, and 2)
test runway adaptation from 77 to 81 days of age.

Chamber adaptation

was preceded by a counter-balanced design of randomly assigning onehalf of the animals from each sub-group (IR-S, IR-G, MR-S, MR-G) to
move unidirectionally from the left to right in the runway and enter
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the designated end chamber to gain access to water.

The remaining

animals were trained to move in the opposite (right to left) direction.
The purpose of chamber and watertube adaptation was to condition
associations between the primary reinforcer (water) and the watertube
and surrounding chamber cues.

It was assumed that if such positive

associations were formed, the probability of an animal approaching
the chamber would increase under water deprived circumstances.

Train

ing involved placing each animal in its designated chamber, with the
runway entrance blocked, for 5, 3, 1 1/2, 3/4, and 1/2 minute periods
over five consecutive days.

The rationale for employing a diminishing

interval sequence was to minimize the occurrence of irrelevant or
competing responses and yet to permit sufficient time for drinking
to occur, i.e., as the intervals shortened, the likelihood of the
animal engaging in behaviors unrelated to drinking would diminish,
while the probability of spending relatively greater portions of the
preestablished time period in drinking or related responses would
increase.

All animals were water-deprived for approximately 24 hours

and each reached criterion of drinking from the tube during the last
three of the five sessions.
Shaping of the running response through the test runway began
at 77 days of age and involved a total of eight sessions over a
period of five days.

A backward chaining procedure was employed

and all animals were successfully shaped to traverse the runway.

As

in the case of chamber and watertube adaptation, the contention
was, that, through backward chaining, the animal would learn to associate
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certain runway cues which would serve as discriminative stimuli (or
signs) for moving in the appropriate direction, entering the end
chamber, and eventually drinking from the watertube.

All sessions

occurred after approximately 12 hours of water deprivation.

Following

is a summary of the basic steps that were involved in shaping the
running response:
Sessions 1 and 2 (see Fig. 8a): The animal was placed
in the compartment closest to that end chamber in which
it previously received watertube adaptation training.
During these sessions, partitions were placed in the
test runway, blocking the animal's forward and backward
movement while in this section of the test runway.
After an interval of five seconds, the sliding Guillo
tine door of the end chamber was lifted, permitting the
animal to enter and drink ad lib for whatever time remained
of a three minute period.
Sessions 3 and 4 (see Fig. 8b): The animal was placed in
the next furthest compartment of the test chamber, i.e.,
two compartments removed from the end chamber. The animal
was delayed for five seconds before being allowed to move
into the chamber. After a two minute period, it was re
moved to its home cage.
Session 5 (see Fig. 8c): The animal was placed three com
partments from the end chamber. After a five second inter
val, the center partition was lifted, permitting the animal
to traverse the runway unimpeded to the end chamber and
drink ad lib for approximately 30 seconds, which was well
within the maximum time limit of one minute to complete
the full sequence.
Sessions 6 - 8 :
Treatment was identical to the fifth session
except that the time interval was reduced to 30 seconds to
maximize the proportion of the time spent in engaging in
drinking behavior. All animals met criterion of traversing
the runway, entering the end chamber and drinking from the
watertube within the upper time limit of one minute on
each of the last four sessions.
Pairing:

At 82 days of age, all animals were weighed and

paired on the basis of both weight and the direction they had been
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Figure 8

Successive steps in shaping the test - runway response
a) first starting position, b) second starting position
and c) third starting position.
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trained to move in the Dominance Test runway.

The significance

of weight in tests of social dominance has been documented by Payne
and Swanson (1970) and Boice, Hughes and Cobb (1969) where positive
correlations were reported between weight and aggressive success
with hamsters and gerbils, i.e., heavier hamsters were more success
ful in eliciting a defensive posture from opponents, and heavier
gerbils and hamsters were more successful in competing for water.
In the present study, animals were paired that had been trained
to move in opposite directions in the test runway and whose weights
were approximately equal.

Weights of the paired animals are given

in Appendix II.
Dominance Testing:

Incubator-rearing resulted in high attrition.

Because of these rearing arrangements and the losses attributable
to disease, nearly half of those animals originally selected for
rearing via incubation died.

Further reduction in the sample of

experimental animals was necessitated by an inability to match
animals whose weights were approximately equal.

Thus, 10 animals

from each sub-group were finally paired and tested in the Dominance
Test apparatus generating a total population of 40 animals.

Each

animal was paired and remained matched with only one other animal
throughout 10 consecutive days of testing at one trial per day.
following schedule of pairing of incubator-reared singles is pre
sented as a model of the procedures used in matching subjects for
dominance testing:
2 incubator-reared singles versus 2 mother-reared singles
2 incubator-reared singles versus 2 mother-reared groups
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2 incubator-reared singles versus 2 incubator-reared groups
2 incubator-reared singles versus 2 incubator-reared singles
To summarize the design, two IR-S animals were each paired separately
with two different animals from the other sub-groups.

In addition,

two IR-S animals were paired with two other IR-S animals accounting
for the total of 10 IR-S animals that were tested.

A complete des

cription of pairings for each sub-group is given in Appendix II.
All animals were water deprived approximately 23 3/4 hours
before testing.

Each pair was simultaneously lowered face-to-face

into the two center compartments of the test runway with all parti
tions in place.

When both animals were within one inch of the center

partition at the same time, it was raised.

Approximately one second

later, the remaining two partitions were elevated leaving clear
passage to both end chambers.
for each animal:

Three possible scores were recorded

win, loss, or tie.

A "win" was operationally

defined as when the nose of an animal was visible from directly above
the end chamber it had been trained to enter.

A "loss" was opera

tionally defined as when an animal had either been pushed or had
retreated into the chamber opposite to the one it had been trained to
enter.

A further criterion for loss required the "opponent" animal

to win, i.e., the loser animal may have retreated completely into the
end chamber, but unless the opponent met the criteria for win, a loss
response was not recorded.

A "tie" was operationally defined as when

the behavior of an animal fell into one of the following three response
categories:

1) both animals remained within the runway for a period of

five minutes, 2) both animals retreated into and remained in the end chambers,
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or 3) one animal retreated while its opponent remained in the runway.
The five minute time limit was imposed on all pairs on Trial 1.

Time

allowed in the test runway was subsequently reduced to 2 1/2 minutes
on Trials 2 through 10 in order to minimize the inhibiting effects
brought about by the competitive situation as evidenced by cringing,
defecation, and urination.

During testing, no water was provided

in the end chambers and immediately after a score was recorded, both
animals were transferred to their home cages, when, approximately
15 minutes later, they were give ad lib water for five minutes.
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RESULTS

The results of the present study indicate that animals raised
singly, irrespective of mode of rearing, i.e., whether mother- or
incubator-reared, were dramatically and consistently more dominant
than animals raised in groups.

In reviewing the following tables

and graphs it should be noted that social dominance has been converted
4
to a summed weighted dominance score for the three response categories.
Dominance scores for each sub-group (MR-G, MR-S, IR-G, IR-S) on Trial
1 and Trials 2-10^ are presented in Table 1 (for results of each
pairing per sub-group, refer to Appendix III).

A summary analysis

of both the raw and summed weighted scores for each six-member
sub-group are provided.

On Trial 1, the MR-S and IR-S sub-groups were

^This decision was based upon the belief that Ties should play a
quantitative role in the description and analysis of the raw test data.
In observing Ties, it was evident that this category of behavior re
flected considerable competitiveness and that it could be qualitative
ly distinguished from the behavior of animals that lost in competition.
Animals that tied were clearly neither losers nor winners - they neither
retreated nor succeeded in pushing their opponents into an end chamber.
They typically moved forward and backward in the test runway and fre
quently came in more vigorous and lengthy contact with each other than
was true in the case of winners and losers. Thus it was considered
reasonable to assign values of two, one, and zero to Wins, Ties, and
Losses, respectively.
^The rationale for providing a separate score for the first and
the sum of the last nine trials was based upon the assumption that
Trial 1 would represent the most critical score. That is, Trials 2-10
may have been "contaminated" by the events and consequences that tran
spired on Trial 1 in that the probability would increase that those be
haviors emitted on the first trial would reoccur on subsequent trials.
In that sense, then, Trials 2-10 would not reflect as unbiased and
relatively naive a measure of social dominance as that demonstrated
on Trial 1.
75
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Table 1:

Summed Raw and Weighted Scores for the Three Respons
Categories per Sub-Group on Trial 1 and Trials 2-10.
Summed Weighted Scores Were Calculated on the Basis
Wins x 2, Ties x 1 and Losses x 0.
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equally dominant, i.e., four animals in each sub-group scored Wins
while the remaining two animals scored Ties.

Thus, both MR-S and

IR-S sub-groups received scores of 10 out of a maximum summed weighted
score of 12.
sub-group

In contrast, only one animal from each MR-G and IR-G

scored Wins while the remaining five animals scored Losses.

It is also apparent that the trends established on Table 1 remained
relatively stable throughout the last nine trials.

Animals reared

singly (MR-S, IR-S) continued to be clearly more dominant than animals
reared in groups (MR-G, IR-G).

No Ties were recorded for any group-

reared animal on any trial, whereas a total of 11 Ties were recorded
by MR-S animals in competition with IR-S animals.
Figure 9 shows the dramatic differences between sub-groups.

A

comparison of dominance on the basis of weighted Wins alone is revealed
in the striped portions of the bars, clearly demonstrating that there
were approximately four times as many differentially-reared single
animals that won as there were differentially-reared group animals.
Slight proportional differences in weighted dominance scores can be
observed between Trial 1 and Trials 2-10 for all groups.

Both MR-G

and MR-S sub-groups recorded proportionally higher scores on Trials
2-10 than IR-G and IR-S sub-groups.
Table 2 provides raw and weighted grouped scores based upon the
two main treatment variables:

1) size of rearing (single vs. group),

and 2) mode of rearing (mother vs. incubator).

Analysis of the data

reveals the greater significance of rearing size in contrast to rear
ing mode.

(For detailed results on main effects, refer to Appendix III).
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Figure 9:

Summed Weighted Dominance Per Sub-Group on Trial 1 and
Trials 2-10. Weighted Win and Tie Scores are Given in
Parentheses. Maximum Weighted Dominance Scores on
Trial 1 (12) and Trials 2-10 (108) are Calculated on the
Basis of Maximum Weighted Score x Number of Trials x
Number of Subjects (2 x 1 or 9 x 6).
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Table 2:

Summed Raw and Weighted Scores for the Three Response
Categories According to Rearing Size and Rearing Mode
on Trial 1 and Trials 2-10. Summed Weighted Scores
were Calculated on the Basis of Wins x 2, Ties x 1, and
Losses x 0.
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First trial raw scores indicate that, of all those animals reared in
groups, irrespective of mode of rearing, two animals scored Wins while
the remaining 10 recorded Losses; and of all those animals raised
singly, irrespective of mode of rearing, eight animals posted Wins,
four tied, and none lost.

Approximately the same ratio of Wins to

Losses and Ties for group-reared and single-reared animals was main
tained over the last nine trials.

Examining the relative contribution

of mother- vs. incubator-rearing, it is clear that neither is significant
in producing greater dominance.

On Trial 1, mother- and incubator-

reared animals each scored five Wins, two Ties, and five Losses.
However, over Trials 2-10, mother-reared animals won nine more compe
titions (53 vs. 44 Wins) than incubator-reared animals resulting in
summed weighted scores of 117 and 99 respectively.
The relative proportion of Wins and Ties on Trial 1 and Trials
2-10, when viewed in terms of the size and rearing variables, is given
in Figure 10.

Clearly, the predominant factor which contributed most

to a high level of social dominance was for an animal to be reared
singly whether by its natural mother or the incubator.

Of the two

modes of rearing, rearing by the mother appeared to produce slightly
higher dominance scores than being reared in the incubator.

Over

10 trials, mother-reared animals sustained a total weighted Win score
of 116 compared to 98 for incubator-reared animals.
ference in total weighted Tie scores for both groups.

There was no dif
Each recorded

scores of 13.
The hypothesis that animals reared under the same circumstances
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Figure 10:

Summed Weighted Dominance According to Rearing Size and
Mode on Trial 1 and Trials 2-10. Weighted Win and Tie
Scores on Trial 1 (24) and Trials 2-10 (216) are Calcu
lated on the Basis of Maximum Weighted Score x Number of
Trials x Number of Subjects (2 x 1 or 9 x 12).
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should tie in social dominance competition was tested by pairing
animals from within each sub-group.

The results of these pairings

over Trials 1-10 are given in Table 3.

The findings support the

prediction only in the case of incubator-reared single animals who
accumulated a score of 16 Ties out of a possible total of 20.

The

only other animals for which Ties were recorded occurred in the case
of one pair of mother-reared single animals who tied on the first
trial.

The finding that only singly-reared animals scored Ties is

consistent with the observation that Ties were evident only when motherand incubator-reared singles were paired in dominance testing.^

The decision not to apply formal statistical analyses to the
results of this study was based upon two primary considerations:
1) the small number of animals in each sub-group, and 2) the des
criptive clarity of the findings.
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Table 3:

Summed Raw Competition Scores for the Three Response
Categories for Two Pairs of Animals from each Sub-Group.
Scores are Based on a Maximum of 20, i.e., Number of Pairs
(2) x Number of Trials (10).
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DISCUSSION

Based upon a broadly defined social-learning theoretical viewpoint,
a number of hypotheses regarding social dominance have been proposed.
Generated

from within this context, the present study hypothesized

that, of four differentially-reared groups of animals, those that
experienced greater social stimulation, i.e., mother- and incubatorreared group animals, during infancy and on into adulthood, would
demonstrate more socially dominant behavior than animals that ex
perienced less social stimulation.
primary hypothesis.

The results do not confirm this

It was found that those animals that were reared

singly, either by the natural mother or in the incubator were con
sistently more dominant than group-reared animals.

In every case

when a single-reared animal competed against a group-reared animal, the
former scored a Win on every trial.
The hypothesis that mother-reared group animals would prove more
dominant than incubator-reared group animals was only slightly confirmed.
The data reveal no difference in dominance between the groups on the
critical first test trial and a difference of only two Wins in favor
of the MR-G animals over Trials 2-10.

A further substantiation of this

observed similarity is evident in the results of the two pairings
involving MR-G animals in competition with IR-G animals.

Over all

ten trials, one MR-G animal scored one Win while the second MR-G
animal scored ten Wins (See appendix III for a breakdown of all
pairings).

The accumulated evidence on mother- and incubator-reared
89
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group test performances does not, therefore, support the proposition
that the mother’s presence is a significant factor in developing later
social dominance.

The evidence is not persuasive enough to resolve the

question of the relative developmental significance of maternal presence.
The hypothesis that mother-reared single animals would be more
dominant than incubator-reared single animals was not strongly supported both groups recorded very similar scores.

The relatively small differ

ence in dominance scores on Trials 2-10 between MR-S and IR-S sub-groups
is not considered significant.

However, upon a finer analysis of this

question by reviewing only those paired competitions betwen MR-S and IR-S
animals, it is apparent that MR-S animals scored slightly more than twice
as many weighted dominance points (27) as IR-S animals (13).

Some

limited support is therefore given to the secondary hypothesis that
MR-S animals would be more dominant than IR-S animals.
The last hypothesis examined in this study - that like-reared
animals would show no significant difference in dominance behavior was partially confirmed as evidenced in the case of the two pairs
of incubator-reared single animals who scored Ties on 16 of 20 trials.
There was only one other instance of a Tie which occurred when a pair
of MR-S animals tied on one of ten trials.
The foregoing analysis of the results of the four hypotheses prompts
a reevaluation of the social-learning viewpoint.

This is particularly

apparent upon analyzing the role played by the mother in contributing
to later social dominance.

The present study provides little evidence

that she is the main conveyor of species-specific cues that are received
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and utilized by her offspring or that she serves as the significant
model for the imitation of dominance-related behaviors.

Were this

the case, greater differences in dominance scores between MR and IR
animals would have been apparent.

A critical test of this hypothesis

was provided by the IR-S animals who performed essentially no dif
ferently to that of MR-S animals and who were far superior to MR-G
animals.

In light of the remarkable similarity of performance by

mother- and incubator-reared animals, the writer must question that
social dominance behaviors are learned primarily through observation
and imitation.
In view of the apparent inadequacy of the social-learning paradigm
to adequately account for the findings obtained in this study concerning
the superiority of single animals over group animals, an alternate para
digm will be examined which allows a reasonable explanation for the
findings.

Typically this alternative paradigm is called the inter

actional viewpoint of social dominance and stresses the potential multi
plicity and interdependency of factors responsible for the eventual de
velopment of social dominance.

In this regard, it is suggested that

levels of emotionality and activity, aggregation, and task requirements
may be some of the more significant, relevant factors greatly affecting
the eventual production of dominance behavior.

The subsequent discussion

will attempt to analyze and explain the obtained data from within an in
teractional framework.
The most disturbing question raised by the results of the present
study asks why single—reared animals, irrespective of mode of rearing,
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were clearly, consistently, and overwhelmingly more dominant than
group-reared animals-

The findings are unequivocal - in every case of

paired competition involving group- and single-reared animals, the
latter scored a Win on each trial.

Contrary to expectations, it must

be concluded that extended maternal and/or peer contact may have re
sulted in producing higher emotional reactivity in the offspring.

It

was originally thought, in keeping with Denenberg's monotonicity hypo
thesis, that there exists an inverse relationship between early levels
of physical and/or social stimulation and later emotionality.

On the

surface, it was considered unlikely that animals raised singly would be
the recipients of greater social dominance - certainly not in the case of
IR-S animals.

However, it has been suggested by Priestnall (1973) that,

when animals are raised singly by their natural mothers, they may actually
receive greater social stimulation from her than if they had to "share"
or "compete" for her maternal care with littermates.

It is further

proposed in the case of IR-S animals, who turned out to be as dominant
as MR-S animals, that the procedures involved in incubator-rearing served
as an adequate substitute for the mother.

That is, though the incubator

process lacked conspecific social stimulation, and though it may have
involved potentially confounding multimodal stimulation, it nonetheless
incorporated significant "maternal" variables (e.g., providing nour
ishment, warmth, and perineal stimulation) which together with the
stimulation provided by experimenter-handling, resulted in producing
functionally equivalent test animals as those produced by the natural
mother.^

These inferences are further supported by the observation

It is important to note that incubator-reared animals were morpho
logically very similar to mother-reared animals, i.e., significant dif
ferences in weight, fur, and coloring were not apparent.
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of near equivalent dominance scores recorded by MR-G and IR-G animals
in paired competition against each other, and by MR-S and IR-S animals
in paired competition.

The fact that incubator-reared animals per

formed equivalently to mother-reared animals strongly suggests that
maternal contributions cannot be viewed as any more significant than
the treatment received via incubation in this study.

Relating the

question of rearing size to the variable of emotionality, it is suggested
that pre- and post-weaning arrangements for the grouped animals resulted
in such extensive interpeer social stimulation that optimal social dom
inance performance was inhibited.

In this connection, Denenberg

(1963) found that rat pups from large litters when raised with their
mothers, tended to score significantly lower on their activity tests
than pups from smaller litters.

It should be noted that, in the present

study, all grouped animals, whether incubator- or mother-reared, re
mained in their respective groups up to and throughout dominance
testing at approximately 12 weeks of age.
Denenberg (1964) stated:

In analyzing his findings,

"Both too much and too little handling led

to less than optimal performance" (p. 344).

Consequently, Denenberg

described his data as representing an inverted U curve.

It appears

reasonable, therefore, to suggest that those animals that were reared
and maintained in groups in the present study may have undergone
what Denenberg postulated as too much social stimulation, thus render
ing them more emotional than animals raised singly.

Furthermore, to the

extent that IR-G animals experienced greater "crowding" and its con
comitant social/physical stimulatory effects during incubation, their
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slightly lower summed weighted dominance scores over Trials 2-10 may
be explained.

As pointed out earlier, Goldman (1965) has hypothesized

that adult emotionality is a curvilinear function of early stimulation.
In comparing rats that had either experienced shock and handling or
only handling during infancy, Goldman found that those animals that
were only handled were significantly more active in the open-field than
those that had also experienced daily shock.

The question raised by

these findings is whether group-rearing involves interpeer stimulation
to an extent that it is eventually non-facilitative from an emotionally
adaptive point of view.

This contention has been supported by Priestnall

(1973) who found that mice reared in isolation after weaning showed
significantly less emotional behavior than animals raised in groups.
The foregoing analysis of procedures and relevant studies allows
for an explanation of why single animals were superior to group animals.
Group-reared animals were crowded and excessively stimulated by three
different sources:

1) peers, 2) mother, and 3) the experimenter.

Single-reared animals, on the other hand, were not affected negatively
by crowding and excessive stimulation, were therefore less emotional,
and consequently far superior.

This interpretation, though post hoc,

does support the findings of the primary hypothesis in that the rearing
arrangements of the group animals served to produce inferior performance
when compared with single-reared animals.

When hypotheses two and three

are examined, however, it is evident that the emotionality/stimulational
hypothesis does not seem to explain the observed, but slight, superiority
of the MR-G and MR-S animals.

Under this hypothesis, it would be expected
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that IR-G animals would be more dominant than MR-G animals and that
IR-S animals would be more dominant than MR-S animals, unless it
can be reasonably assumed that the incubation process provided greater
stimulation than the mother.

By redefining and extending the definition

of "crowding" to include the physical and dimensional circumstances
under which the animals were raised, it is plausible to contend that,
in addition to experimenter and/or peer stimulation, incubator-reared
animals experienced additional stimulation owing to the comparatively
small preweaning housing units in which they were raised.

Such a severe

restriction of living space may have increased the frequency of social and/or
physical contact in the case of both incubator-reared single and group
animals, and may have subsequently accounted for the margin of difference
in dominance between MR-G and IR-G animals as well as MR-S and IR-S
animals.

This alternative analysis of the second and third hypotheses

would be consistent with the emotional/stimulational viewpoint.

An

examination of the fourth hypothesis, relevant to the emotional/stimulational
hypothesis, indicates confirmation only in the case of IR-S animals.
It can therefore be concluded that incubator-reared single animals ex
perienced no significant difference in level of stimulation whereas
those animals within the remaining three sub-groups experienced variable
stimulational levels.

The emotional/stimulational hypothesis does not

provide a clear interpretation of why 75% of the animal population used
to test the null hypothesis did not perform equivalently on the dominance
test.

This is an area of interest requiring further empirical investi

gation.
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Another variable to consider in accounting for the results of this
study, in addition to emotionality, is the difficulty of the task
variable.

It is suggested, following Denenberg's interactional

hypothesis (1964), that these two variables may interact to produce
a given behavior.

For the purposes of analysis, a tentative suggestion

is that all animals in the present study were tested on a difficult
task.

Although there was no initial operational definition of diffi

culty, in retrospect, the author is contending that the dominance
task may reasonably be viewed as a difficult one.

This position is

considered plausible in view of certain task features, including:

1)

constriction of movement dictated by the dimensions of the test runway,
2) obstruction of movement imposed by another animal, and 3) confrontation
with an animal whose recent reinforcement history had been one of moving
in an opposing direction.

If, as presently asserted, group-rearing re

sults in higher emotionality than single-rearing, than according to
Denenberg (1964), the group-reared animals would not be expected to
perform as well on a difficult task.

In this connection, Lindzey

et al., (1966) have suggested that those situations which permit normal
fighting behavior favor socially-experienced animals, while those situ
ations which restrict movements, such as the dominance tube or enclosed
runway, may facilitate the socially inexperienced efforts of isolated
animals.

Because rats that have been isolated have been found to be

motorically hyperactive (Lorenz, 1972), constricting test circumstances
may be more favorable to them in that their increased activity could
lead to more forceful forward motion.

This interpretation is supported
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by other research reporting higher activity levels in rats from small
litters compared to large litters (Denenberg, 1963) and rodents that
have undergone imposed isolation (Denenberg et al., 1964; Essman, 1966).
The nature of the dominance task requirements may therefore interact
with other significant variables (e.g., emotionality/activity) in pro
ducing different dominance scores.

When the several hypotheses are

examined within the framework of the interactional proposition, the
primary hypothesis is suportable although the secondary hypotheses
remain unaccounted for by this particular interpretation.
Of noteworthy methodological relevance is the investigation by
Ward and Gerall (1968).

Using procedures very similar to the present

study, they too found isolated rats far more dominant than sociallyreared littermates. As in the present investigation, dominance was
measured via an enclosed runway sufficiently narrow to accomodate
the passage of only one rat.
adapted

Furthermore, each animal was initially

to the goal box and runway of the test apparatus.

Findings

revealed that when each isolated animal was paired with every social
animal, the isolates won 71 out of 72 bouts.

Ward and Gerall also

paired isolates against each other and found that each had almost an
equal tendancy to push forward and that this therefore resulted in the
longest mean latencies to win.

This finding is also in general agree

ment with the results obtained in the present study which revealed a
greater tendency for mother- and incubator-reared single animals to tie
each other and for incubator-reared single control animals to tie each
other.
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Ward and Gerall (1968) have also suggested that social animals
may have acquired larger response repertoires and that such a repertoire
might very likely include both retreating and fighting.
speculated that, in

It was further

he case of isolates, the highest responses in their

response hierarchy might be exploration and general movement, and in the
case of fear, crouching or "freezing" behavior.

Each of these responses

in a confined runway might be expected to be incompatible with retreat
and submission, thus rendering socially-isolated animals more "dominant".
Not having made an attempt to test the hypothesis of response hierarchy
or to measure the specific topographical characteristics of an isolated
animal's behavioral repertoire, the present study is unable to provide
support for their contention.
In order to adequately answer the questions raised in this discussion,
technological developments must achieve a bonafide rodent self-feeding
system.

Such a system would eliminate the potentially confounding

effects of experimenter-handling and thereby permit the manipulation
and evaluation of the variable of maternal deprivation.
It is further suggested that future studies employ a procedure where
by the effects of maternal deprivation and social isolation could be more
systematically measured throughout the post-weaning period up to and including
adulthood.

That is, in order to more clearly analyze the effects of

peer stimulation, it is suggested that naive animals be matched and paired
at predetermined time intervals (e.g., every two weeks).

If the hypothesis

is correct that extensive, relatively long-term peer-interaction produces
excessive stimulation which in turn results in heightened emotional re
activity, such a procedure may permit the observation of such a function
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and reveal that level and point in time at which peer stimulation
changes from serving a facilitative to a nonfacilitative role.
In conclusion, a plausible explanation for the results obtained
in the present study is that the experimenters served as functionally
equivalent sources of stimulation to that ordinarily provided by the
mother, and that the subsequent differences between between singleand group-reared animals is an interactional function of the additional,
nonfacilitative stimulatory effects produced by peer interaction.
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A P P E N D IX

I

Formula used during the hand-feeding of incubator-reared
animals.

The following formula ingredients were recommended by workers
at the Upjohn Company, Kalamazoo, Michigan:

108 gms. Esbilac, 1.2

gms. dextrose, 0.6 gms. DXL Methionine, 1.2 cc Zymatinic drops,
0.6 cc. Zyma drops, 75 USP units of Tocopherols, added to 3 volumes
of distilled water and pasteurized at 223° F. for ten minutes.
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A P P E N D IX

II

Weight, in grams, of matched animals
on Test Day 1.

IR-S
IR-S
IR-S
IR-S
IR-S
IR-S
IR-S
IR-S
MR-S
MR-S
MR-S
MR-S
MR-S
MR-S
IR-G
IR-G
IR-G
IR-G
MR-G
MR-G

(376)
(240)
(308)
(278)
(197)
(325)
(315)
(342)
(312)
(258)
(231)
(310)
(325)
(372)
(356)
(374)
(279)
(250)
(347)
(330)

vs. MR-S
vs . MR-S
vs. MR-G
vs. MR-G
vs. IR-G
vs . IR-G
vs . IR-S
vs. IR-S
vs. MR-G
vs . MR-G
vs . IR-G
vs. IR-G
vs. MR-S
vs . MR-S
vs. MR-G
vs . MR-G
vs. IR-G
vs . IR-G
vs . MR-G
vs . MR-G

(379)
(272)
(304)
(282)
(186)
(327)
(317)
(356)
(318)
(256)
(230)
(302)
(328)
(359)
(352)
(370)
(274)
(255)
(349)
(334)
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A P P E N D IX

I I I

RAW SCORES FOR THE THREE RESPONSE CATEGORIES FOR
EACH SUB-GROUP PAIRING ON TRIAL 1 AND TRIALS 2-10

Sub-Group

Pairing

Trial ^

Trials 2-10
L

MR-G

MR-G
MR-G
MR-G
MR-G
MR-G
MR-G

vs.
vs.
vs .
vs.
vs .
vs .

IR-S
IR-S
IR-G
IR-G
MR-S
MR-S

W
0
0
0
1
0
0

L
1
1
1
0
1
1

T
0
0
0
0
0
0

w
0
0
1
9
0
0

9
9
8
0
9
9

T
0
0
0
0
0
0

1R-C

IR-G
IR-G
IR-G
IR-G
IR-G
IR-G

vs.
vs.
vs.
vs .
vs .
vs.

MR-G
MR-G
MR-S
MR-S
IR-S
IR-S

1
0
0
0
0
0

0
1
1
1
1
1

0
0
0
0
0
0

8
0
0
0
0
0

1
9
9
9
9
9

0
0
0
0
0
0

MR-S

MR-S
MR-S
MR-S
MR-S
MR-S
MR-S

vs.
vs .
vs .
vs.
vs .
vs.

IR-G
IR-G
MR-G
MR-G
IR-S
IR-S

1
1
1
1
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
1
1

9
9
9
9
0
7

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
9
2

IR-S

IR-S
IR-S
IR-S
IR-S
IR-S
IR-S

vs.
vs.
vs .
vs .
vs .
vs.

MR-G
MR-G
IR-G
IR-G
MR-S
MR-S

1
1
1
1
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
1
1

9
9
9
9
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
7

0
0
0
0
9
2
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